DCSR: Dilated Convolutions for Single Image Super-Resolution.
Dilated convolutions support expanding receptive field without parameter exploration or resolution loss, which turn out to be suitable for pixel-level prediction problems. In this paper, we propose multiscale single image super-resolution (SR) based on dilated convolutions. We adopt dilated convolutions to expand the receptive field size without incurring additional computational complexity. We mix standard convolutions and dilated convolutions in each layer, called mixed convolutions, i.e., in the mixed convolutional layer, and the feature extracted by dilated convolutions and standard convolutions are concatenated. We theoretically analyze the receptive field and intensity of mixed convolutions to discover their role in SR. Mixed convolutions remove blind spots and capture the correlation between low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution (HR) image pairs successfully, thus achieving good generalization ability. We verify those properties of mixed convolutions by training 5-layer and 10-layer networks. We also train a 20-layer deep network to compare the performance of the proposed method with those of the state-of-the-art ones. Moreover, we jointly learn maps with different scales from a LR image to its HR one in a single network. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art ones in terms of PSNR and SSIM, especially for a large-scale factor.